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The Habitat Unit is a globally networked re-
search and teaching centre developing new 
approaches, expertise and application-ori-
ented tools relevant for global urbanisation 
and urban change processes. The Habitat 
Unit is committed to an inclusive and rights 
based approach to urban policy, urban man-
agement as well as development-oriented 
and actor-driven planning.

Based at the School of Architecture at the 
Technische Universität Berlin, the Habitat 
Unit promotes an extended understanding 
of urban and architectural design, which 
integrates spatial, material and cultural sen-
sitivities with new models of participation, 
co-production and urban governance.

The Habitat Unit collaborates closely with 
leading universities worldwide, advises na-
tional and global development agencies and 
represents the TU Berlin as official partner 
in the Habitat Partner Universities Initiative 
established by the United Nations Center for 
Human Settlements (UN HABITAT). 
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DIE GROSSE TRANSFORMATION

By 2050, 70% of the world’s population is 
likely to live in city-like concentrations. This 
rapid urbanization process threatens natural 
resources, causes climate gases and poses a 
great risk to the global ecological and social 
balance.

During the Summer Semester 2018 the for-
mer rainwater retention basin close to the 
former Tempelhofer Airfield in Berlin hosts the 
“Floating University Berlin” (FUB), initiated by 
raumlabor Berlin with support from the Kul-
turstiftung des Bundes. The Habitat Unit is 
one of 25 international architecture and urban 
design think tanks from Europe, the United 
States, and South America, to activate FUB 
as their temporary satellite campus.

To address the challenges of global sustain-
ability outlined above, the Habitat Unit used 
the FUB as an experimental site for a radical 
institutional experiment: Students identified 
and analyzed key actors from the surround-
ing neighborhood and connected them with 
local and international themes and experts in 
the field of urban climate change, sustaina-
ble resource management, including water, 
energy and food. By connecting this local 
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micro knowledge and endogenous everyday 
know-how on transformation processes with 
international and more macro-scale expert 
knowledge and artistic practices, the students 
designed four site-specific urban interven-
tions as tools for transformation. 

These urban interventions are implemented 
during a two-week-long neighborhood sum-
mer school, from 16.07.-28.07. Here, design 
studio participants are acting as mediators, 
teachers, and organizers of in-situ neighbor-
hood interventions that are co-designed and 
co-performed with the identified local actors.

Team: Moritz Ahlert, Dr. Anna Steigemann, 
Prof. Dr. Philipp Misselwitz

Students: Tareq Almuhammad, Anais Alfieri, 
Iliana Angelou, Olga Bagnoli, Giorgia Coluc-
cia, Pedro Fortunato, Camilla Gemignani, 
Petra Heber, Lena Heiss, Sinen Kahraman, 
Lenny Kaupp, Eve Neumann, Julia Nicotra, 
Daiki Ori, Alina Reuschling, Isabella Speidel, 
Annelene Stielau, Lina Thürer

STUDIO
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SS 18

By 2050, 70% of the world‘s 
population will be urban. The 
rapid urbanization process poses 
a greater risk to the global 
balance.

A two-week summer school 
located next to Tempelhofer 
Airfield (Tempelhofer Feld) in 
Berlin will explore and research 
local approaches to deal with 
climate change, urbanization and 
dwindling resources. Thirty 
international fellows will be 
invited to trace, together with 
actors from the neighborhood, 
local transformation-knowledge. 
Endogeneous everyday know-
how, international expert 
knowledge and artistic practices 
transdisciplinarity meet each 
other , because only a different 
and more co-productive 
generation of knowledge can 
actively shape social change. 
Together, routines of everyday 
urban life will be researched and 
artistically intervened.
The summer school will be 
self-organized by students 
during the summer semester 
(Sommersemester) 2018.
In the context of a design studio, 
the content will not only be the 
self-organization of the 
international summer school, but 
also the research of, criticial 
reflection on and analysis of 
topics of »Die Große 
Transformation« at the 
neighborhood scale.
 
The summer school will take 
place at »The Floating University 
Berlin«, which is located inside 
of the rainwater retention basin 
close to the Tempelhofer Feld. 
The FUB is a project by 
raumlabor Berlin and 
programmed as an inner city 
offshore laboratory for 
researching and learning 
together about visions in urban 
practice. Students from over 20 
universities will travel across 
Europe, the United States, and 
South America to activate FUB as 
their temporary satellite campus. 
The »Die Große Transformation« 
summer school is scheduled 
from 16.07. - 29.07.2018.

 

DIE GROSSE 
TRANSFORMATION

Design Studio
12 ECTS 
MA UD: PJ 1-3 EP
Arch: EP Städtebau I
MA SRP: Projekt

Studio Day
Wednesday 10:00, A 815
First meeting
18. April, 2018, 10:00, A 815
Open Studio
18. April, 2018, 10:00, A 815

Application
Max. A4 motivation letter and
short CV by April 18th, 2018
to: moritz.ahlert@tu-berlin.de
and a.steigemann@tu-berlin.de 

Dipl.-Ing. Moritz Ahlert 
Dr. phil. Anna Steigemann

DESIGN STUDIO
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URBAN TALK SERIES
»DIE NACHWACHSENDE STADT«

Architects and planners are increasingly con-
fronted with new challenges: Fossil energy 
resources as well as non renewable materi-
als are on the decline, the effects of climate 
change and pollution threaten our living con-
ditions and environment and lead to migratory 
movements and conflicts worldwide. Global 
urbanization and construction processes are 
among the largest greenhouse gas producers. 
At the same time, our increasingly urbanized 
societies offer a chance for a radical rethink-
ing of these processes. Only if we succeed in 
making the global urban transformation sus-
tainable and socially inclusive, we can secure 
our planetary survival.

The event-series for architects and planners 
'DIE NACHWACHSENDE STADT' is a part of 
the design studio 'DIE GROSSE TRANSFOR-
MATION' and offers an introductory overview 
on four topics on transformations towards 
sustainability - URBAN SYSTEMS (May 17, 
2018), CLIMATE ADAPTATION (May 24, 
2018), GREEN ECONOMIES (May 31, 2018) 
and GOVERNING TRANSFORMATION 
(June 7, 2018).
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URBAN SYSTEMS (May 17, 2018)
Session 1 – with Saskia Hebert (Transforma-
tion Design, HBK Braunschweig), Ramana 
Gudipudi (PIK Potsdam Institute for Climate 
Impact Research), Maria Rosa Muñoz (Wup-
pertal Institute, climate questions), Stefan 
Kreft (HNE, Eberswalde University of Sus-
tainable Development)

CLIMATE ADAPTION (May 24, 2018)
Session 2 – with Katherine Bell, Marco 
Schmidt, Marcela López

GREEN ECONOMIES (May 31, 2018)
Session 3 – with Alice Grindhammer, Jörg 
Finkbeiner, Julia Brennauer, Phil von Lueder, 
Svenja Binz

GOVERNING TRANSFORMATION (May 31, 
2018)
Session 4 – with Afia Afenah (Center for Met-
ropolitan Studies – Berlin), Jakub Galuszka 
(Habitat Unit – TU Berlin), Christian Haid 
(Habitat Unit – TU Berlin), Marjetica Potrc 
(Social Design – HFBK Hamburg)
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Marjetica Potrc at Urban Talk 4 – 07.06.2018
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
DIE FOODBRÜCKE

Die Foodbrücke is linking three global issues 
– neighborhood communication, economic 
& social inclusion and food sustainability. 
With the 70-years anniversary of the ‘Ber-
liner Luftbrücke’, Die Foodbrücke implies a 
future-oriented vision of a more connected 
and sustainable neighborhood around our 
area of interest – the Tempelhof Field area. 
Die Foodbrücke builds bridges through food 
within the neighborhood. These are bridges 
which are supposed to overcome fragmenta-
tion and exclusion in our society and to sen-
sitize the people and make them aware of the 
mentioned social and economic problems. 
These mental and physical bridges address 
further the lack of sustainability in our society 
through increased neighborhood communi-
cation and neighborhood bonds through our 
tool for transformation – the Foodbrücke. 
In addition, our mobile food and communi-
cation tool mobilizes and distributes knowl-
edge about sustainable economies and food 
sustainability.

A physical structure, co-produced together 
with local initiatives, supports these mental 
bridges – our Foodbrücke-Mobile, which is 
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a bike trailer consisting of a foldable table 
and thermo-storages for cooked food. The 
performance of this tool includes cooking to-
gether with different neighbors, get to know 
their cultures, their own food codes, and bring 
differently stratified neighbors together during 
cooking actions. The Foodbrücke thus serves 
as a communication and connection tool – 
because nothing connects people more than 
sharing a good meal.

By Anais Alfieri, Camilla Gemignani, Petra 
Heber, Sinen Kahraman, Alina Reuschling
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
DIE FOODBRÜCKE – DATES:

Saturday, July 14
Cooking Couscous Competition
14h @ Tempohomes/ Tempelhof
15h @ Floating University
18h @ Dinner with Foodbrücke @ Floating 
University

Sunday, July 15
Hinter der Hecke
What’s in the allotment garden colony? Anne 
will show the colony and discuss its building 
and future. Afterwards we will be able to water 
Annes private garden and learn on pesticides 
free gardening in a city. Meeting point is the 
colony entrance, Lilienthalstraße
15h-17h @ Kolonie am Flughafen with Allot-
ment garden-expert Anne

Monday, July 16
Food is love
Cooking Workshop in cooperation with ‘Cook-
ing with Friends’ Community
15.30h @ Floating University
18:30h Soli-Delivery with Foodbrücke
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Tuesday, July 17
Aggelikis Nature Soap Workshop
You wanted to make soap on your own? Ag-
geliki from the „Southern Lights Project“ from 
Greece will show us the art of soap produc-
tion. You can make your individual soap with 
olive oil and locale herbs and take it home.
Donations welcome // bring your own form to 
fill in the soap
17h-19h @ Floating University

Thursday, July 26
Kids Workshop
10h-13h @ Floating University Berlin together 
with re:cemetery Group

Saturday, July 28
Foodbrücke @ Fête de la Nachbarschaft
10h-16h @ Hangar 1 THF, Columbiadamm 10
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DIE GROSSE
TRANSFORMATION

Die Foodbrücke
Alina Reuschling, Anais Alfieri, Camilla Gemignani, 
Petra Heber, Sinen Kahmaran

We find ourselves in the so-called urban age. World wide people are strea-
ming into the cities in hope for a better life. By 2050, 70% of the world’s po-
pulation is likely to live in citylike concentrations.

Tempohomes
New arrivals are settled in different areas of the 
city, like the desert of Tempelhofer Feld. Integra-
tion and economic inclusion are under difficult 
circumstances.

Allotment Garden
It is difficult to look behind the hedges of 
the Allotment gardens. Anonymity and 
barriers seem to dominate the scene. 
Digitalization and globalilzation lead to a 
growing disconnecton of neighbors wit-
hin an urban context.

Floating University
The Floating University as a temporary 
campus discusses topics about sustain-
ablity  challenges with students from all 
around the globe and creates a direct 
connection between the neighborhood 
and global challenges.

Parking 
Columbiadamm
Truckdrivers mainly from the Balkan Region 
park at the Columbiadamm because they 
have to make a rest of 48hours. They enjoy 
the proximity of the mosque as well as local 
amenities.

Market & Economy Südstern
The gastronomy and market offers at Südstern are deeply 
connected with global food flows. Globally produced pro-
ducts can be found in supermarket shelves and market 
stands.

global challenges
Analysis of the impacts of global 
challenges on local scale

The rapid urbanization process threatens our natural resources.  
Especially the topic of food gets more and more into the focus 
of our modern, health-oriented society: Where does our food 
come from and how is it produced? At the same time we expect 
full supermarket shelves and do not consider the huge amount 
of food waste which is produced every day by our lifestyle. 

How can people be sensitized for the value of our food?

food  sustainability

of food is wasted 
in Germany every 
single  minute

19 t
of food waste 
in Germany are 
evitable

9,9 
Mio.  t

of surface footprint 
could be avoided

2,6 
Mio. ha

Experiences have shown that working possibilities 
lead to more communication with established ac-
tors, to an exchange of cultures and to the chan-
ce to be an active part of our society.  Therefore an 
economic and social embedding in a neighborhood 
can be a key factor for a successful inclusion of new 
urban arrivals.

How can a quick and smooth integration through 
work be ensured and encouraged?

social & economic 
inclusion

Every 4th 
Berliner has 
a migration 
background

of Germans 
evaluate their con-
tact with migrants 
as positive.

61% of migrants 
evaluate their ger-
man knowledge 
as very good

48,3 %

The new urban residents often find themselves in 
highly excluded situations once they have settled in an 
urban context. The former important role of a neigh-
borhood decreases constantly and people living next 
to each other feel more and more disconnected. Digi-
talization, globalization and online-economy lead to 
anonymity. 

How can the communication within a neighbor-
hood be strengthened?

neighborhood 
communication

of the 14-29 years 
old wishes more 
contact with their 
neighbors

31% 
of people state 
that they never felt 
annoyed by their 
neighbors

45 %

1 / 7 
Final Presentation – 19.07.2018
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DIE GROSSE
TRANSFORMATION

Die Foodbrücke
Alina Reuschling, Anais Alfieri, Camilla Gemignani, 
Petra Heber, Sinen Kahmaran

local conditions
Analysis of neighborhood areas and 
boundaries

walls

fences

hedges/trees

permanent

temporary

BOUNDARIES

ACTOR AREAS

POLICE STATION 1830-...

MOSQUE 1999-2018

TEMPOHOMES 2017-2020

FLOATING UNIVERSITY 2018-...

CIRCUS CABUWAZI 2017-2020

ALLOTMENT GARDENS 1946-2018

TEMPELHOFER AIRFIELD 1923-2008

1920 1930

heuteEröffnung als 
Park

1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020

2 / 7 
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DIE GROSSE TRANSFORMATION Alina, Anais, Camilla, Petra, Sinen

POLICE PERMANENT1830- ... 

MOSQUE 1999- ...

TEMPOHOMES & CIRCUS 2017-2020

RAIN W ATER B ASIN 1923- ...

AL LOTMENT GARDENS 1946- ...

TEMPELHOFER AIRFIELD 1923-2008

1920 1930 1950 1960 19901940 1970 1980 2000 2010 2020 2030
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DIE GROSSE
TRANSFORMATION

Die Foodbrücke
Alina Reuschling, Anais Alfieri, Camilla Gemignani, 
Petra Heber, Sinen Kahmaran

food and supply

Housing paradoxes

Neighborhood fragmentation, physical boundaries

fences/hedgeswalls fences fences

local conditions

3 / 7 
Final Presentation – 19.07.2018
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DIE GROSSE
TRANSFORMATION

Die Foodbrücke
Alina Reuschling, Anais Alfieri, Camilla Gemignani, 
Petra Heber, Sinen Kahmaran

social networks
Analysis of actors and their
networks within the neighborhood

connections

private kitchens

common kitchen 

opportunities

NETWORK

COOKING 
POSSIBILITIES

I think we haven‘t 
done enough to 
really reach out to 
the neighborhood.

FLOATING UNIVERSITY

Securities at police station Circus Truck-Drivers Mosque

Allotment gardens TempohomesFloating University

Floating University

Mosque

Gardners fairground

Joa, hier 
is‘ ja nix.

The officers usually do not ex-
perience the neighborhood 
and remain within the walls of 
the police station. They usual-
ly eat in restaurants at Berg-
mannkiez or while on guard, 
while the security mostly uses 
a small kitchenette.  

POLICE STATION TEMPOHOMES

There is a community among 
some of the gardeners, which 
is mostly happening in spon-
taneous way. Their entrances 
are mostly locked, because to 
ensure the safeness. The sizes 
of their kitches vary, but for 
them their barbecue is more 
important than an indoort 
kitchen.

Neulichhat mir der 
Nachbar einfach 
eine Kiste Tomaten 
vorbeigebracht!

ALLOTMENT GARDENS

While talking with one of the 
FUB staff we recognised that 
the communication among 
so many different actors 
within and beyond can so-
metimes be difficult and is 
challenging.

KITCHENS

During the analysis we were 
not able to enter the Tempo-
homes, because the access is 
restricted to the public. Get-
ting in touch with passerby 
was also difficult do  to lan-
guage restrictions. 

Soğanli 
yemekleri 
çok severim.

Taner is resting at Columbi-
adamm every 2-3 months on 
the weekend (45h break is 
obligatory). 
Columbiadamm is much 
more pleasant than a mo-
torway station. Some of the 
drivers are connected to the 
mosque where you can have 
a shower and sometime eat 
a warm meal. There is not re-
ally a community among the 
truck drivers.

TRUCK-DRIVERS

Der Tontechniker 
war ein super 
Koch am Post-
bahnhof!

CIRCUS CABUWAZI

Since Cabuwazi moved from 
Friedrichshain to Tempelhof 
they managed to establish 
connections with the resi-
dents of Tempohomes. Both 
management teams try very 
hard to keep the cooperation 
going.
Like at their former campsite, 
they want to have a big com-
mon kitchen, which also ser-
ves as meeting point.

4 / 7 
Final Presentation – 19.07.2018
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DIE GROSSE
TRANSFORMATION

Die Foodbrücke
Alina Reuschling, Anais Alfieri, Camilla Gemignani, 
Petra Heber, Sinen Kahmaran

Die Foodbrücke
Building Bridges to 
overcome barriers.

5 / 7 
Final Presentation – 19.07.2018

The Cooking Events will be hosted either at the Foodbrücke or at a 
kitchen in the neighborhood. With using food waste from a local or-
ganic supermarket we raise awareness for the amounts of food 
waste produced by our lifestyles. At the same moment we enhance 
the sense of neighborhood through the joint activity.

knowledge and enhance the communication within the neigh-
borhood. Prefered topics are about sustainablity, e.g. organic co-
smetics, urban farming or ecology. Global experts  add to the pool 
of knowledge and link the local actors to global challenges.

The Foodbrücke is a bike trailer which can be used as a mobile 
kitchen. It is constructed with materials from the neighborhood. It 

serves not only as a cooking tool but as well as a transport and nei-

To reach out to the neigborhood we plan K’eat’z Dinners in the area, 
e.g. on the Tempelhofer Feld. Aim is to reach as many local actors as 
possible by raising awareness with the Foodbrücke. The K’eat’z Din-
ners can be starting points for new actor connections and longterm 
processes. 

K’eat’z Dinner at Tempohomes Entrance

Cooking Event at Cabuwazi

Cooking Event at FUB

Workshops in Allotment Gardens

Cooking Event at Tempelhofer Feld

Cooking Event at Tempohomes

Workshops

Die Foodbrücke -
a mobile kitchen tool

Cooking Events K’eat’z Dinner

Building bridges to 
overcome barriers.

Die Foodbrücke
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DIE GROSSE
TRANSFORMATION

Die Foodbrücke
Alina Reuschling, Anais Alfieri, Camilla Gemignani, 
Petra Heber, Sinen Kahmaran

Actors & their impact

Social Inclusion &
Local Knowledge

Food as a communication 
& connection tool

Sustainability &
 Local Materials

Initiatives
Neigh-
bourhood
‚Brücken‘ 
Persons

Marc & AnneHooman & Hussein Yousif, Hasan, 
Islamadin, Basil

Simon

Experts  
Workshops 
Local 
Knowledge

Angeliki

Kolonie am 
Flughafen 

Nachbarschaftshaus 
Urbanstraße

TAMAJA Gemein-
schaftsunterkunft 

Kulturlabor Trial & Error 
e.V.

Non-Profit Organization

The Southern Lights 
Project

AlexTheresaMax Herr Hahn

Workshops

Food // Cooking

Construction

Floating University 

Carla & Lorenz

Initiative Initiative Tempohomes 
Tempelhofer 
Feld

Allotment 
Garden

Berliner 
Lastenrad Netzwerk

The Southern Lights 
Project

Project ‚Cooking 
with Friends‘ 

Allotment Gardeners
Tempohomes Inhabitants 
and their Caretakers

Floating University

Allotment Gardens
Neighborhood local, 
growing their own food and living 
sustainable

Behind the Hedges & Building a raised bed

„Aimed to enable the transition to a more logic and 
sustainable way of living through the practical explo-
ration and implementation of techniques like per-
maculture, natural farming, healthy nutrition, zero 
waste living practices, renewable energy solutions, 
natural building, non violent communication (...)“

From 
Global 
to Local

Make your own Natural Soap

Food is love - K‘eat‘z Dinner

The Southern Lights Project, 
Peloponnese, Greece

Neighbourhood Communication &
Local Knowledge /  Material

Sustainability, Global Knowledge & Neighbourhood 
Communication

visionary inner city 
offshore laboratory for 
collective, experimental 
learning

Global Knowledge

Local Knowledge

Workshops 
as a tool to connect the 
neighbourhood 

Targets Global ChallengesDie Foodbrücke 

Targets 
Global Challenges

Targets 
Global Challenges

6 / 7 
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DIE GROSSE
TRANSFORMATION

Die Foodbrücke
Alina Reuschling, Anais Alfieri, Camilla Gemignani, 
Petra Heber, Sinen Kahmaran

Trial & Error

Berliner 
Lastenradnetzwerk

Cabuwazi

Scrap Yard
Tempohomes

13x 4x 4x 8x 4x1x1x 2x 2x 15x 1x 30x 1x1x 1x2x2

Tempohomes Trial&Errorscrap yard Cabuwazi FUB Roundabout 
e.V.

ebay classi-
fied ads

private Berliner Lastenradnetz-
werk

Construction
Materials & Actors

7 / 7 
Final Presentation – 19.07.2018

construction process

Sustainability through 
ucycling and reuse

Transfer of local knowledge in 
building pocess

Neighbourhood identification 
through local materials
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
DIE FOODBRÜCKE – PRESENTATION
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
DIE FOODBRÜCKE – PRESENTATION

 kuss cous dinner - saturday 14th
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
HASENBÄNK

Hasenbänk is a time-bank project based at 
Hasenschänke, a Biergarten and kiosk in 
the floating university’s adjacent park Hasen-
heide. Our observations and interviews with 
passersby and customers revealed that 
Hasenschänke is characterized by its “slow-
ness”, meaning that the place is not as fastly 
developing and changing as the surrounding 
neighborhood(s) – in term of its offers, users, 
prices, physical and social structures. Time 
bank is a local knowledge exchange system: 
you contribute and offer a skill or talent to the 
community and, in return, you receive a ser-
vice for your own. Hence, the time bank’s cur-
rency is time as shared or exchanged time, it 
takes to deliver the offered service. Hasen-
bänk aims to encourage people to be more 
aware of and appreciate more of the time 
and the manifold skills they have, as well as 
the neighborhood they share. By using time 
as new currency, we hope to increase and 
support the overall neighborhood resources 
by exchanging the knowledge within the com-
munity and maybe also loosen the reliance on 
money.
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Our second goal is to preserve the slowness 
of the Hasenschänke and its surrounding 
through time banking and the awareness of 
the importance of time and local knowledge 
exchange within the neighborhood.

By Tareq Almuhammad, Olga Bagnoli, Pedro 
Fortunato, Isabella Speidel
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
HASENBÄNK

Sunday, July 15 – Tuesday, July 17
Building Phase
@ Floating University

Wednesday, July 18
Launching event
“Spreading the Idea and informing about 
workshops”
16h-20h @ Hasenbänk (Hasenschänke) 
Hasenheide

Sunday, July 22
Hasenbänk-Workshop-Day
Free workshops (sketching, tandem, wood 
workshop, acro yoga)
13-20h @ HasenBänk, Hasenheide

Monday, July 23
Hasenbänk-Workshop-Day
Free workshops (wood workshop, acro yoga)
17-20h @ HasenBänk, Hasenheide

Saturday, July 28
Premiere of the Hasenbänk-movie @ Fête de 
la Nachbarschaft
10-16h @ Hangar 1 THF, Columbiadamm 10
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Hasenschänke

GSEducationalVersion

S-3
0

GSEducationalVersion

  

Hasenschänke takes place in the heart of Hasenheide 
park in Neukölln. It is particular in its unique 50s 
structure, location and the fact that it’s been there 
since the late 50s and only faced minor changes in 
a rapidly changing neighborhood.

«It’s not a Späti, it’s not a café, it’s special»
Jan, 40
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HAsenschänke: Interviews

«i love the historical, 
untouched place»

«I hope it wont change,
nice staff, amazing prices»

«I like that it didn’t 
change compared to the 

surroundings»
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HAsenschänke: slowness

Space slowness: 
Defines a tendency of a place not to 
evolve as fast as its surroundings. It can be 
conveyed in visual aspects, users, businesses.

time bank: what is it?

time banking is a service exchange system: 
you contribute a skill or talent to the community and, in return, 
you receive a service for your own. the goal is to become less dependent of 
money and strenghtening social ties of a community by mutual help.

time is the currency!

Here are some examples of services: 
-child care
-language lessons
-house help
-moving out help
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hasenbänk: How Did we do it

WHEN? 26/june/2018, from 7pm to 8pm
WHERE? floating university berlin

if you have any questions  hasenbaenk@gmail.com
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Need:
construction help 
arabic lessons

offer:
Ukulele lessons
yoga lessons

after the event: Before the event: event: 
spreading flyers and inviting 

people to participate

getting people together and 
make them define their offers 

and needs

connecting people through 

internet platforms
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hasenbänk: Actors

archicad lessons
a conscious day in the 

city

portuguese lesson

party costumes

critical thinking

ukulele lesson

arabic lesson

yoga lesson

classical guitar lesson

wood work help

web designer

summer school: time line

fete de la nachbarschaft
16h hasenbänk screening

movie preparation

final presentation

workshop @
 hasenheide

17h-20h30building phase

13h-19h30ifa

workshops promotion
@

 hasenheide
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summer school: design

spreading hasenbänk workshops

1212 12

11 1

22 2

33 3

44 4

55 5

66 6
77 7

88 8

99 9

1010 10

1111 11

screening 
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summer school: design

hasenbänk

what is hasenbänk?
 Hasenbänk is a time bank project. Time bank is a service 
exchange  system: you contribute a skill or talent to the 
community and, in return, you receive a service for your own. It 
aims to preserve the slowness perceived in the surroundings of 
hasenschänke by incouraging people to count on the time and the 
skills they have, and the neighbourhood they share. 
 Indeed, by using time as new currency, we can double the 
Ressources of the neighbourhood by exchanging the knowledge 
within the community and loosen the reliance on money.

who are we?

Contact us

 We are a team of four master architecture students from 
technische universität Berlin. Our research at the Habitat Unit 
studio is focused on the collaboration with local actors in 
the neighborhood of Hasenheide to formulate ideas and visions 
towards a sustainable change in the city. We strongly believe that 
by enhancing connections between thOSE actors, IT IS POSSIBLE 
TO CHANGE THE SOCIAL DYNAMICS IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD INTO MORE 
SUSTAINABLE RELATIONS. 

hasenbaenk@gmail.com 

facebook.com/hasenbaenk/

Join us at la fête de la nachbarschaft on 
JULY 28TH to conclude our semester with all 
the people who participated IN OUR PROJECT

summer school 
program

ACRO YOGA

WOOD W
ORK

sketching

TANDEM

SUN 2
2.07 18

h30-19H30 
MON 23

.07 19H
00-20h @

 HASEN
HEIDE

SUN 22.07 16H-18h MON 23.07 17H-18h30 @ HASENHEI-

SUN 22.07 14H30-15h30 @ HASENHEIDE

SUN 2
2.07 13

h-14H @ HASEN
HEIDE

hasenbänk

previous activities

summer school: workshops

summer school 
program

ACRO YOGA

WOOD W
ORK

sketching

TANDEM

SUN 2
2.07 18

h30-19H30 
MON 23

.07 19H
00-20h @

 HASEN
HEIDE

SUN 22.07 16H-18h MON 23.07 17H-18h30 @ HASENHEI-

SUN 22.07 14H30-15h30 @ HASENHEIDE

SUN 2
2.07 13

h-14H @ HASEN
HEIDE

acroyoga «learn to fly»

local knowledge: isabella-Olga

description: Acroyoga is a type of 
acrobatic yoga. In this class, the 
participant will pair up to learn 
four position, more difficult each 
time. 

wood work «multiple-use box»

local knowledge: thomas-Tareq
Isabella-pedro-olga

description: the participants will be 
offered 4 types of wood furniture 
as examples from which they can 
decide the one they want to build. 
In the end, each participant can 
take its work home. 

sketch workshop «moving lines»

local knowledge: Tareq-Olga

description: Introduction to 
sketching with multiples exercices. 
The participants will draw what 
they see and feel around them. 

tandem «speaking bridge» 

local knowledge: Tareq-pedro- 
olga-isabella

description: common discussion 
where the participant will learn the 
bases of any language spoken in 
the group. 
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
RE:CEMETERY

The cemeteries along Bergmannstraße are 
exposed to vast transformation processes: 
long gone are the times where cemeteries 
were pure places reserved for mourning. 
Nowadays they serve as, for instance, green 
islands that provide a home for flora and 
fauna within the city, where people go for a 
walk or rest in order to escape the hustle and 
bustle of their urban lives. We found that the 
local cemeteries are microcosms that depict 
various issues and processes that are hap-
pening on local as well as on global levels.

By implementing a set of very sensitive and 
small-scale interventions that touch upon 
ecological, spatial and societal topics, such 
as global flower production and consumption, 
preserving the local fauna, enhance recy-
cling cycles and a more actors-driven space 
production, we want to be able to export and 
exchange knowledge from the inside to the 
outside of the Bergmannstraße cemeteries, 
discuss and apply it and eventually come 
back with refreshed ideas.

By Iliana Angelou, Leonard Kaupp, Daiki Ori, 
Annelene Stielau, Lina Thürer
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
RE:CEMETERY– DATES

Sunday, July 22
Cemetery Tour
Guided cemetery tour regarding our research.
15-17h @ Friedhof Bergmannstraße

Monday, July 23 – Wednesday, July 25
A plant swap for the neighborhood – Design 
& Build Phase
We are designing a plant swap for the neigh-
borhood. Everyone is welcome to design and 
build with us!
daily 10-18h @ Floating University

Thursday, July 26
Kommt ein Vogel geflogen – Kids Workshop
We are building birds houses and feeders out 
of re:cycling material. Everyone is welcome 
to join!
10h-13h @ FUB together with Die Foodbrücke

Friday, July 27
A plant swap for the neighborhood – Kick-off 
Event
16-19h @ Café Strauss, Bergmannstraße 42, 
10961 Berlin
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re:cemetery
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Leonard Kaupp, Lina Thürer

Guided Tour

Art Exhibition AdministrationArt Workshop

GardenerTrauercafé
Flowershop

Concert

Nature Information

Renting Space

Floating University

Compost Site

Bee’s Hotel

Cemetery Park

Refugee Building

The cemeteries along Bergmannstraße are exposed to vast 
transformation processes: long gone are the times where 
cemeteries were pure places reserved for mourning. Nowadays 
they serve as, for instance, green islands that provide a home for 
flora and fauna within the city, where people go for a walk or rest 
in order to escape the hustle and bustle of their urban lives. We 
found that the local cemeteries are microcosms that depict various 
issues and processes that are happening on local as well as on 
global levels.

RE:CEMETERY

evidence of activities 
of mourning culture 

and dailylife

beehives and insect hotels on 
the cemetery

evidence of activities 
related to nature

spatial aspects

compostable 
waste

Nature related activities

Reuse of facilities

broader meaning

non-compostable 
waste

cemetery chapel turned into 
gallery

a place for grief and relaxation
Experience of space
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rose carnation lilly camomile cornflowerwoodland
chervil

80% 
of native plants need to be 
pollinated by honey bees.

bees friemndly trees and flowers
on the cemetery

maple horse 
chestnut tree

limeacacia

1989 2018 

sunflower lavender bluebell marigold

diversity of the nature

monocultures 

CITY

COUNTRYSIDE

pesticides

overfertilisation
uniform landscape

green city 

2.80 mil

3.69 mil
4.33 mil

19401880 2018

increase of 
demands of cremation

decrease of 
berlin’s population

50%

-activities
cafe strauss | art exhibition | trauercafe

-educational
guided tour | nature info points

-nature preservation
beehives

-social issue
refugee house | cemetery park

OFFERS FROM CEMETERY
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57 different bird 
species are 
documented on the 
cemetery

There is a special relationship between 
the living city and the city of death.

The bird population is 
declining drastically!!

People express their 
mourning with flowers!

 

Perceive your surroundings 
through the surface of your body.

50% of the cemetery space is 
not in use!

If you want to see changes, 
do something about it.

The cemetery has three layers: 
below, on, above the ground.

CITY

diversity of the nature
green city

COUNTRYSIDE

monoculture
pesticides

overfertilisation
uniform landscape

amount of birds one the red list

Tamara Schmitt
local bird expert

Dietmar Ritter
beekeeper

beefriendly flowers and trees
sunflower lavender bluebell marigold

2/3 of all insects died in the 
last 30 years

maple acacia lime horse
chestnut tree

Matthias Birk
gardener

rose carnation lilly camomile

Typical and untypical Trauerflower

woodland
chervil

cornflower

Export of cut flowers 

Sabine Zahn
Choreographer

Andreas Krauth
Teleinternetcafé

Eckhard Siepmann
Cultural Scientist

under the ground

on the 
ground

above the 
ground

May Buschke
STATTBAU

urban designer

Jürgen Quandt
retired minister

director of the cemetery administration

Ekkehard Gahlbeck
minister

increase of demands of cremation decrease of berlin‘s population

OFFERS FROM CEMETERY

  -activities
  café strauß | art exhibition | trauercafé

  -educational
  guided tour | nature info points

  -nature preservation
  beehives

  -social issue
  refugee house | cemetery park

Decay is 
also 
beautiful!

No   events 
on   the   

cemetery!

We want 
more natu-
rally hidden 

places.

We need to 
protect the 
history and 
nature of this 
cemetery.

I would like 
more spaces 
for art 
projects!

It would be nice to 
plant different flo-
wers on the graves, 
maybe more insect 
friendly.

cemetery = island in the city

80% of native plants need 
to be pollinated by bees

RE:SEARCH with local actors
Bees perceive 300 frames per 
second while humans only perceive 
25 frames per second.

Half of all bees 
in Germany are 
threatened by 
extinction

Preservation of the cemetery space can be achieved 
through cooperation of the different users.
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RE:CYCLE the knowledge

1

2

8

7
3

4

5

6

PLANTS SWAP

NEIGHBORHOOD

-CEMETERY 
 INTRODUCTION
-NEIGHBORHOOD
 EXCHANGE

SPACE OF 
TRANSFORMATION

-PRODUCTION OF 
 LOCAL KNOWLEDGE
-EIGHT SNEAKY
 INTERVENTIONS

@CEMETERY
OBSERVATION

CEMETERY
ISLAND

SCHOOLS
UNIVERSITIES
NEIGHBORHOOD
BERLIN
WORLD

A PLACE TO 
REFLECTAND RETHINK

-CREATIVE THINKING
 INNOVATION
-URBAN THINK TANK

@CAFE STRAUSS

@FLOATING UNIVERSITY

RE:NATURE
RE:USE
RE:EXPERIENCE

IM
PO

RT

EXPORT

EXPORT

1.

3.

2.
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GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVeVeV rsion

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVeVeV rsion

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVeVeV rsion

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVeVeV rsion

GSEducationalVersionGSEducationalVeVeV rsion

GSEducationalVersion

re:nature
re:use

re:experience
3| INSECTS2| BEES1| FLOWERS 4| BIRDS

recycled candle bottles
paper
string

7| TRANSFORMATION OF CEMETERY 8| CONFLICTS OF RE:USE

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

wood
strings
screws

mirror tiles
substructure (probably wood)

diascopes
substructre
mounted slides

5| 3 DIMENSIONS OF CEMETERY 6| BORDERLINE EXPERIENCES

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

brick stones
branches wooden board

stones
screws

The sale of cut flowers accumulates up to three billion 
euros annually in Germany alone. The flower industry 
behind it operates with economic efficiency on a global 
level. With our intervention we aim to shed a light on 
the downsides of these processes by giving information 
about the flowers that are commonly used in German 
mourning culture and local alternatives.

1 | SNEAKY INTERVENTIONS @ CEMETERY

plastic pots
dried flowers
string wooden board

The intervention joins the existing bee spot. It contains 
information about bees and their favorite flowers and 
trees on the inside of the glass beehive. It mentions 
that people can find the flowers and trees. in the 
cemetery and that it‘s important to help preserve the 
bee population. 

Insects are dying out massively. Especially on the 
cemetery there are a lot of different insects. This is an 
insect hotel with old recycled brick stones which we 
found on the cemetery. We stacked the stones on each 
other and put branches and other materials in-
between.

Which bird species do you see on the cemetery? This 
intervention shows the biodiversity of the birds on the 
cemetery. Any bird you see or hear, you can mark on 
this blackboard with chalk.

This intervention represents the three layers of the 
cemetery: beneath, on and above the ground. It is a 
seating opportunity where you almost lay flat on the 
ground so you can experience every dimension with 
your senses - feeling, touching, watching et cetera.

The special atmosphere that we encounter on the cemetery is a 
result of its fragment-like position within the neighborhood. Its 
borders constitute the space. To highlight their meaning and to 
give the passersby a glimpse of the green hideaway behind the 
brick wall, we installed mirror tiles that enable a visual connection 
between the graveyard and its surroundings.

By placing hidden messages beneath a few of the 
benches of the cemetery, we are informing about the 
change and the transformation processes that are 
already happening. They resemble a message in a 
bottle that can also travel elsewhere.

The cemetery administration is actively pursuing the reuse 
of parts of the cemetery. A home for refugees and a park 
are the main objectives of these plans. To their surprise the 
surrounding neighbors are up in arms against these 
changes and demand no change at all. To show this conflict 
we are using small diascopes to portray both sides: fears 
and hopes.
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GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

2 | CEMETERY ISLAND @ FLOATING UNIVERSITY

3 | PLANT SWAP @ CAFÉ STRAUSS

The main station at the FUB is serving as a base for the design and building process of all the other 
interventions, also the workshops are taking place there. It is located in the middle of the rainwater 
basin, resembling an island based on the metaphor of the cemetery as a green island within the 
city. It is built from materials found on the cemetery. It is a place where you can disconnect from 
the noise of your surroundings and at the same time get informed about the special features of 
the cemeteries at Bergmannstraße.

The goal of the plant exchange shelve is to bring people closer to the broader topic of sustainability 
by showing the power of reuse and swapping. Since the cemeteries are producing a lot of plastic 
waste, it’s a collecting place for all things reusable. It serves as a tool to bring the neighborhood 
together. Furthermore, it contains information that leads to the rest of the interventions. It is 
made up of three parts: one is the storage space for the plant swap, one provides soil and pots 
and one contains all the tools needed for the process.

GSEducationalVersion
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RE:EDIT future

RE:SCHEDULE

16.07.
Summer school

19.07.
Final presentation

28.07.
End of summer school

Party

22.07.

1ST WEEK 2ND WEEK

22.07.
cemetery
tour
@ 
cemetery
re:cemetery
group

26.07.
bird houses
workshop for 
kids
@ FUB
Tamara Schmitt
(bird expert)

16.07. - 18.07.
build the interventions 
of the cemetery @ FUB

16.07. - 19.07.
prepare island @ FUB
(scaffolding + trunks)
Oliver Bahr (Carpenter of cemetery)

21.07. - 22.07.
implement interven-
tions @ cemetery

23.07. - 25.07.
design and build Plant swap 
@ FUB
Martin Strauss (owner Café Strauss)
Brigitte Wüst (owner flower shop)

27.07. (16-19pm)
Kick-Off plant swap 
@ Café Strauß
Martin Strauss

22.07. - 26.07.
fill island with knowledge 
@ FUB
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FOUR SITE-SPECIFIC URBAN INTERVENTIONS
WOHNZIMMER FARM

The intervention Wohnzimmer Farm envi-
sions a sustainable city which self-sufficiently 
produces food. We consider urban farming 
as our tool to reduce pressure on the world’s 
productive land and to assure long-term food 
security. For us the Great Transformation 
needs to happen from bottom up and not from 
top down. Hence, our vision starts from the 
scratch – the first step is to sensitize people 
on the very local level about sustainable 
food consumption, production and the global 
supply in order to support a higher aware-
ness and recognition for the urgent need for 
transformation towards sustainability. For this 
reason, the intervention Wohnzimmer Farm is 
bringing the topic of food security and sus-
tainability into the everyday context of a living 
room. The installation, located at the south-
east entrance of Tempelhof airfield, invites 
people to learn and practice possibilities to 
grow food at home, e.g. in their living rooms 
or balconies. For the development and perfor-
mance of the intervention, we collaborate with 
local actors of already existing garden pro-
jects in the neighborhood, from allotment gar-
dens to urban gardening initiatives, in order 
to develop DIY-tool-kits for composting, water 
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filtration, and food production. The actual 
space of Wohnzimmer Farm is a container of 
a local cultural initiative, which we transform 
into the Wohnzimmer Farm. The focus lies 
on everyday suitability and motivation to put 
the more theoretical ideas into practice – we 
offer an interactive installation accessible for 
everyone and practical workshops.

By Giorgia Coluccia, Lena Heiss, Eve Neu-
mann, Julia Nicotra

Monday, July 16 – Wednesday, July 18
Building Phase – move into the livingroom
@ Kulturgate on the Tempelhof Airfield 

Saturday, July 21
Soil & Compost-Workshop
together with Christian Hoffmann from Pyr-
amidengarten (Knowledge also from Miren 
from Allmende Kontor) (sharing knowledge 
about soil, building an own worm compost)
14h – 18h @ Kulturgate 

Sunday, July 21
Water & Seed-Workshop
(planting out of potatos, Bewässerungssys-
tem und Regenwassersammelstelle bauen)
14h – 18h @ Kulturgate 
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FÊTE DE LA NACHBARSCHAFT

As part of the neighborhood summer school 
»Die Große Transformation,« there will be a 
collective building workshop organized by the 
Habitat Unit Berlin and the tentaja. Together 
with newcomers, Berliners, students from 
the Floating University Berlin and kids of the 
neighborhood, we will build furniture and ac-
tivity equipment to support the existing sport 
and community infrastructure of tentaja*.    

10-12.30h First Building Block  
»hands on activity«

Lunch Break The lunch will be provided by 
the cooking initiative of newcomers alongside 
the final presentations of the Habitat Unit 
students

13.30-16.00h Second Building Block »hands 
on activity«
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1

2 3

4
Bau
Hochbeet

5

Fête de la 
Nachbarschaft

Neuer 
Eingangs-
bereich

Frauenyoga

Kompaktes Lager

Kompaktes Lager

Cafe

K
om

paktes Lager

Hochbeetinsel

1. Frauenyoga / derzeit Lager
Ziel: maximal Platz schaffen - Lager möglichst auflösen;
derzeitige Möbel zwischen einem doppelwändigen Bauzaun 
lagern. 
1.1. Sortieren    - Orangener Punkt (Möbel werden abgeholt)
1.2. kompakt stapeln - Pappboxen auf Metallcontainer
    - bestimmte Tischbeine abmontieren und 
    Platten und Beine auf Paletten stapeln 
1.3. Auflösen
  - Möbel kreativ anders nutzen
1.4. Bodenbelag

2. Neuer Eingangsbereich
2.1. Räumen
2.2. Sitzplätze für ca. 80 Personen schaffen (Stühle und Couch)
Ein Stuhlbereich schaffen, einen Couchbereich.
Materialideen: 
pinke Teppichinseln, Hasenbänk-Schirm, Stühle (Hangar 3),
Wimpelkette
…

3. Cafe
…

4. Hochbeet
aus Paletten, Holzplatten,

5. Infopoint Fete de la Nachbarschaft
Hier gibt es Infos und Materialien

Ablauf
10h  – Introduction

10.30h – Start – Collective Action Phase 1
 Fokus: auf 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 und 4

13h  – Mittag / Lunch

14h – Aufsplitten in Gruppen (1., 2., 3. und 4.)

17-17.30h– Aufräumen

18h  – Floating Uni – Bar

   

  

Collective Action Day
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lagern. 
1.1. Sortieren    - Orangener Punkt (Möbel werden abgeholt)
1.2. kompakt stapeln - Pappboxen auf Metallcontainer
    - bestimmte Tischbeine abmontieren und 
    Platten und Beine auf Paletten stapeln 
1.3. Auflösen
  - Möbel kreativ anders nutzen
1.4. Bodenbelag

2. Neuer Eingangsbereich
2.1. Räumen
2.2. Sitzplätze für ca. 80 Personen schaffen (Stühle und Couch)
Ein Stuhlbereich schaffen, einen Couchbereich.
Materialideen: 
pinke Teppichinseln, Hasenbänk-Schirm, Stühle (Hangar 3),
Wimpelkette
…

3. Cafe
…

4. Hochbeet
aus Paletten, Holzplatten,

5. Infopoint Fete de la Nachbarschaft
Hier gibt es Infos und Materialien

Ablauf
10h  – Introduction

10.30h – Start – Collective Action Phase 1
 Fokus: auf 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 und 4

13h  – Mittag / Lunch

14h – Aufsplitten in Gruppen (1., 2., 3. und 4.)

17-17.30h– Aufräumen

18h  – Floating Uni – Bar

   

  

Collective Action Day

FETE DLN
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Studio is visiting the first Time the FUB and getting a 
Tour by Raumlabor – 3rd May



73 MOODS

Neighborhood Tours organized by Students
Pizza @ Allmende Kontor – 3rd May



74

First Urban Talk, Open discussion – 17th May



75 MOODS

Hasenbänk, Time-bank event @FUB – 26th June



76

re:cemetery, Honey-workshop @ COOP-Campus – 
29th May



77 MOODS

Urban Talks organized by Natural Building Lab 
and Habitat Unit – 31th May



78

Mid-Term Presentation /  Presenting the Analysis
31th May



79 MOODS

Reclaim the Urban Forest – 7th June



80

Urban Talks organized by Natural Building Lab 
and Habitat Unit – 7th June



81 MOODS

Hasenbänk is presenting their first concept – 14th 
June



82

Foodbrücke Group is cooking for the Studio – 14th 
June



83 MOODS

Studio session, lunch break with karaoke 
14th June



84

Collective Action @ Tempohomes / THF, 15th June



85 MOODS

Die Foodbrücke, First Cooking at FUB – Networking 
& Trustbuilding – 17th June



86

Die Foodbrücke, Keep on rollin’ - Building at Tem-
pohomes Motto of the day: “If the plan doesn’t work, 
change the plan but never the goal!” – 12th July



87 MOODS

Floating University 
FLOODED, 13th July



88

Die Foodbrücke, Hinter der Hecke – behind the 
hedges of the Kolonie am Flughafen. Allotment 
gardens are little oasis in the city – a place to unrush 
life!  – 15th July



89 MOODS

Die Foodbrücke, Food is Love – First K’eat’z Dinner
– 16th July
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